


FATCAT CHILLING SYSTEMS 

 

CAT was the first to bring the wrap around type chiller, commonly know as the “FATCAT” chiller 

to market roughly 15 years ago. Since then we have continued to be the trend setter in the      

market place.  

Whether it be the integration of the chill system to your existing operation or bringing break 

through innovations to poultry chilling, CAT is your one stop partner for your chilling needs.  

The FATCAT chilling system is available in sizes from 3ft to 12ft, and is offered in an auger     

platform, rocker platform, or the Trident rocker platform.  

CAT chilling systems provide 
great quality, performance, and 
cost efficiency. 
I strongly recommend CAT Inc., 
as they add value to our        
operations and meet the needs 
and   expectations of             
Pilgrim's. CAT Inc. goes above 
and beyond in delivering on 
their promises and their        
partnership is very much       
appreciated. It is a pleasure to 
work with a trend-setting      
company, such as CAT. 
 
Jayson Penn 
Executive Vice President of 
Sales & Operations  

Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation 



C.A.T. FLOW 

BLOWERS & 8" AIR HEADER 
CAT introduced the positive displacement blower  to market in 2010,    

bringing yet another innovation to market. The CAT positive displacement 

blower has proven to be a real yield producer, this is a result of the          

increase in agitation the blower provides.  Each blower produces roughly 

1126CFM per unit, this is almost six times more than the blowers             

traditionally used in poultry chilling systems.  

In addition to the increase in agitation the CAT positive displacement    

blower accomplishes this feat while doing so at a much lower discharge 

temperature. Resulting in lower heat loads being introduced into the chill 

system, that the producer has to pay to chill, helping to produce the coldest 

exit bird temperature possible.  

Yet another trend setting innovation is the 8" air header. By utilizing an 

8" header CAT has again increased the structural rigidity of the chiller 

shell, allowing for  many years of trouble free operation.  

The integral large air header reduces the number of air connections on 

the chiller as well as fewer roof penetrations, reducing the chance of 

roof leaks.  

By reducing the many smaller air connections, we have reduced the 

restriction applied to the air flow; resulting in a lower air temperature 

entering the chill system.  

The C.A.T. Inc. flow reliefs allow for the required 

water flow to promote heat transfer, while         

reducing the chance of bird migration in the chill 

system.  

The carefully designed openings limit bird     

catches and flush themselves of any debris. 

By keeping the flow reliefs at the base of the     

auger, we in turn keep the reliefs exposed to the 

water media for longer periods of time. Thus    

maximizing the effect of the flow relief. 



CAT’s goal is to engi-

neer value into each 

piece of equipment.    

Cooling and Applied 

Technology has a 

state of the art engi-

neering department.  

Utilizing the latest 

simulation software 

and technology we 

continually study pro-

cessing techniques 

and design our 

equipment to meet 

your everyday de-

mands and unique 

situations. 

 These abilities al-

low us to custom  de-

sign and manufac-

ture equipment to 

meet your specific 

and difficult specifica-

tions.   

Proudly engineered 

and manufactured in 

Russellville, AR. 

 

TRIDENT 

The Trident rocker arm pre chiller utilizes two additional paddle 

arms to promote a higher level of agitation, when compared to 

traditional one arm rocker pre chillers. 

By utilizing two additional paddles it is easy to see where the 

added agitation is created. 

The additional arms provide a massaging effect on the birds 

between the three arms of the Trident, resulting in higher 

yields.  

Production facilities utilizing the Trident are seeing WOG yield 

increases of at least 1%, with back halve yield increases of 

1.5% 



CHILLER HOODS 

ELECTRICAL 

C.A.T. chiller hoods provide a level of 

added safety for your team members as 

well as extra security to the chill system 

from  ceiling leaks and foreign debris    

entering the chill system.     

By completely enclosing the chill system, 

we have increased the efficiency of the 

chill system by reducing the amount of 

cooling that escapes through the open 

top without the chiller hoods.  

Allen Bradley component with  

Ethernet communicated drives.  

All CAT panels are ULC rated 

SCCR rating of 65 

Intuitive HMI Controls That Provides 

Real Time Updates Of All Motors,    

Temperatures, Blowers, Pressures, 

Pumps, And Safety Circuits 

A Single Glance At The Screen 

Shows The Overall Health Of The 

System 

Logging of real time data 

Logging of changes to the system 

Remote Login of C.A.T. technicians 

for system troubleshooting 

 



COOLCAT RECHILLER 

Re-chiller Specifications 
    Approx. Dimensions Shipping 

Model Capacity* Length Width Height Weight 
CAT 1620 100 TR 22 Ft. 5 Ft. 8 Ft. 6 In. 8,305 Lbs. 
CAT 1820 125 TR 22 Ft. 5 Ft. 8 Ft. 7 In. 8,505 Lbs. 
CAT 2820 200 TR 22 Ft. 5 Ft. 6 In. 9 Ft. 10,385 Lbs. 
CAT 2826 250 TR 27 Ft. 5 Ft. 6 In. 9 Ft. 12,805 Lbs. 
CAT 2830 300 TR 31 Ft. 5 Ft. 6 In. 9 Ft. 13,500 Lbs. 

    * Based on 23˚F of suction.       

 Every model features a stainless steel frame and stainless steel components. 

 All units have vessels that are ASME rated at 250psi. 

 Every model comes completely pre-valved, pre-wired and pre-insulated. All necessary 

isolation valves and pressure gauges are included. 

 Unique “U” bends are manufactured using our exclusive proprietary process. 

 CAT “U” bend DO NOT LEAK. 

 Each unit comes complete with hermetically sealed ammonia pumps for minimum energy 

consumption. 

 State-of-the-art PLC control packages are standard on each unit to regulate temperature. 

 



 ICECAT ICEMAKER 

                                                                                                  

CAT offers a full line of standard shell 

and tube heat exchanges ranging in    

sizes from 8 to 300 tons. 

CAT specializes in sanitary type heat      

exchangers that combine compact,      

efficient designs with ease of cleaning 

and operation.  Each unit comes      

standard with color, touch screen        

controls for ease of operation, which in-

clude our effective freeze prevention, allowing safe operation near freezing and tight temperature control.  Unit 

comes fully insulated with control valves mounted, making installation quick and easy.  Most units are compact 

enough to be mounted on a wall or hung from the ceiling, giving you flexibility and       maintaining valuable floor 

space.  Our equipment is manufactured to ASME Section VIII Division 1 code             requirements.  Can custom 

build to your design specifications, and operates on a variety of cooling media,         including ammonia, Freon 

and Glycol.  We can design and build non-standard type heat exchangers like our spray paw chillers and jacketed 

chillers.  

C.A.T. Heat Exchangers 

 The ICECAT Ice Maker from C.A.T., Inc. features a sim-

ple design that ensures ease of operation and reliability.   

 Units are available from 30 to 100 tons of ice per 24 

hours. 

 All stainless steel construction ensures cleanliness and 

durability. 

 Oversized water box reduces mineral deposits and      

eliminates pumping problems. 

 ASME approved 250psi vessel. 

 Units are typically designed for flooded ammonia and 

can be operated on a typical intermediate suction pres-

sure. 

 Unique design does not require a moving breaking    

mechanism, thus reducing the number of moving parts 

that require attention. 

 Each unit comes with a stainless steel framework and 

centrifugal sanitary water pump.  Each unit comes with a 

PLC controller, programmable interface and digital        

outputs. 



SPIRAL FREEZER 

This spiral freezer combines compact-

ness with a highly efficient conveying and 

freezing system, ideally suited to handle 

a wide variety of products. Completely 

factory assembled, wired and tested for 

minimum site installation time. Product is 

fed directly onto the freezer belt and  

transported into the low temperature-

freezing zone. A specially designed, 

drum-free, side drive conveyor system 

allows the belt to travel through a unique 

flow     pattern of circulated cold air 

reaching the entire product surface.  

Highly effective heat extraction is 

achieved as  rapidly as possible without 

subjecting the product to air speeds that 

could damage delicate items. Air is 

cooled by a fin and tube evaporator and 

circulated by axial flow fans. An enclosure with a high insulation rating is used to mini-

mize heat entry through the walls. Specially designed baffles also minimize air ingress 

and egress. The machine is supplied with all electrical components, including the control 

panel.   The Spiral Freezer is built to  meet USDA, FDA, OSHA and CSA standards 

 Eliminates Center Drive Drum 

 Eliminates counter weight system 

 Enhanced air flow due to eliminating center drum 

 Side Drive Technology eliminates belt flip sensors 

 Eliminates standard cap rail and rivet design 

 New guide rail design eliminates harbor points for bacteria growth 

 Durable sanitary stainless steel 14ga fully welded box designed/rated for high tempera-

tures to help eliminate bacteria 

 Elevated floor design or pad mount design 

 Adds flexibility to your operation with dual lane technology with  independent dwell times 

 Options available for in low and out low operation 

 Stainless steel or Acetyl belt options 



 
 FREEZECAT  

IMPINGEMENT/CRUSTING FREEZER 

QUALITY:  The FREEZECAT keeps your products in shape; delivering the appearance you 

intended without sticking, without deformation, without drip loss and without belt marks. 

SPEED:  It takes just a few seconds to seal the entire surface to assure the shape of      

sensitive products.  It lessens the dwell time in the spiral or other finish freezer. 

YIELD:  Moisture on the product is sealed to the product while on the belt.  Drip losses are 

almost 0%.  Even the drip losses when product is thawed 

are dramatically reduced. 

COST EFFICIENCY:  You boost your line capacity, cut 

product weight loss and cut product damage.  The continu-

ous belt is a commodity with negligible cost per processed 

unit. 

FLEXIBILITY:  The FREEZECAT enables high volume 

production of even the most shape-sensitive and sticky 

products.  Furthermore, by having an impingement/crust  

freezer, products can be crust-frozen on the top as well as 

the bottom surface. 

USER FRIENDLINESS:  The FREEZECAT is simple to 

operate and easy to maintain.  You have easy access to all parts of the freezer and cleaning and 

defrosting are minimal. 



ULTRACAT INJECTOR 

ULTRACAT Injector Benefits 
The ULTRACAT injector has proven to be the most accurate and 

reliable injector on the market.  With over 150 new machines       

installed in the past 4 years,  the ULTRACAT injector has a proven 

track record of increased yields, proven reliability, and a lower cost 

of ownership than any of our competitors.  Coupled with Cooling 

and Applied Technology’s engineering philosophy we never rest on 

what we have done, but build on where we are going with our 

equipment.  We are constantly researching, testing, and improving 

our injector lineup.  The following pages will outline the benefits 

and yield improvements that an ULTRACAT injector will bring to 

your process. 

1. Performance 

2. Reliability 

3. Sanitation 

“CAT injectors are built like 
tanks.  We own five and they 
are very user friendly.  We set 

our pick-up target and walk 
away and see very little 
deviation in the level of our 

injection.  The filtration 
system is easy to clean, easy to 
operate, very low 

maintenance.  I’ve been in food 
processing for over 30 years 
and the ULTRACAT injector in 
my opinion is the most reliable 

injector on the market.” 

 

Tim Millwood,  

VP of Operations 

Heartland Catfish 

 



 
 

Filtration System 
ULTRACAT filtration system is 

a multi-stage system 

engineered for optimal 

filtration, ease of clean-ability 

and reliable operation.  First 

stage rotary drum removes 90 

percent of the large solids and 

automatically removes them 

for all day operation; uses 

marination to spray off drum, 

and keeps it operational all 

day.   Second stage filter trays 

and final pressure filters 

ensure proper filtration for all 

day runs and consistent 

injector pickups throughout the 

day.  All filters are easily 

Self Cleaning Auto Filter 
As we strive to constantly improve our equipment to meet 

your processing demands we have employed our Patented 

Auto Flushing Filter  (SCAF).  This system employs a 

perforated metal screen with a unique back flushing device to 

constantly wipe and remove product  from the screen without 

interrupting the injection process.  It is easily incorporated into 

our new and existing filtration systems for ease of operation 

and reliability.  It does not use any electrical components for 

reliability and low cost of ownership.  Testing has proven an 

increase in yields and reduced or eliminated filter cleanings 

during the shift.   

Needle Cleaning System 
We have also introduced our needle cleaning system.  With 

our modular brine head system you can remove the modules 

with the needles in them and utilize the cleaner to not only 

clean the needles but also clean the brine head at the same 

time.  This revolutionary cleaning system drastically reduces 

labor and ensures that your needles are clean.   



       Sanitary Modular Brine Head Design 

Our trendsetting modular brine head highlights our engineering superiority 

and CAT’s abilities to constantly improve our equipment’s performance 

through in-house engineering and production capabilities.  This brine head 

design ensures that buildup in the brine head is cleaned on a daily basis 

and completely eliminates any guesswork about sanitary operation.  It 

enables complete brine head and needle change in under 7 minutes.  This 

will ensure maximum yields and reduced variation. 



 
 

Dual mixing systems with  weighing capabilities.  Options for jacketed, insulated 

tanks with Heat Exchangers connected to Holding tank for ultimate flexibility.  

Weighing system allows for verification of water and final batch weights. 

                Ultracat Injector Specifications 
18" and 30" belt widths with flighted belts available on ALL machines. 

Needle configurations from 140-976 needles 

Multiple stroke heights to 12" and adjustable stroke heights with the push of a button.                                      

No changes needed  for adjustable height. 

Multiple stripper configurations to fit any and all products.   

Allen Bradley controls with Touch Screen or simple push button controls.  Touch screen 

system includes trouble shooting, recipe and temperature control, and shutdown      

capabilities.   

Weighing system to automatically adjust injector to maintain pickup percentages.       

Static weighing for accurate weights vs dynamic weighing offered by competitors. 

CAT offers ultimate flexibility with easy changeovers to meet your demands.   

 



WEIGHING SYSTEMS 
Bench and Floor Scales: 
8" x 8 " ● 10" x 10" ● 20 " x  20 " ● 3’ x 3’ Floor Scale ● 4’ x 4’ Floor 
Scale ● 4’ x 4’ Overhead Floor Scale ● 5’ x 5’ Versadeck Floor Scale     
● 5’ x 5’ Overhead Floor Scale 
 

Bulkers and Baggers: 
Single Bulker ● Dual Bulker ● Dual Bulker with Diverter                  
● Single Bagger ● Dual Bagger ● Dual Bagger with Diverter 
 

Dual Purpose Bagger/Bulker: 
MULTICAT ● Dual MULTICAT ● Dual MULTICAT with Diverter 
 

Hopper Scales: 
Bi-Directional Hopper Scale ● Single Indexing Hopper Scale 
● Dual Indexing Hopper Scale Weigh and Dump Hopper 
Scale  ● Weigh and Dump Hopper Scale with PPH Software
Adjustable Pounds  Per Hour Hopper Scale ● Pounds Per 
Hour Hopper Scale 
 

Checkweighers: 
Box Checkweigher ● Bag Checkweigher ● Bag and Box Checkweigher 

All checkweighers have a reject option. 
 

Systems: 
Whole Bird and Front Half Distribution System ● Yield Tracking System                   
● Auto Marination Mixing System Marination Scale System ● Product Distribu-
tion System (PDS) ● VacCAT      ● Vacuum Systems 

More to Offer: 
QA Stations ● Scrape Stations ● Tabletop Baggers ● Drag-In Bag-
gers ● Printers ● Printer Enclosures Data Printers (DATACAT) 

  
 
 



 
 

      Packaging Scale 
 Bulk, Bag, or MULTICAT 

(6) Dumps a minute per side 

GSE 665 indicator 

Diverter (for dual) 

All stainless steel construction 

UHMW gates 

Bag chutes    Optional: Roller beds 

Bulk chutes    Optional: 15 lb., 40 lb., 70 lb.   

            hoppers 

 

 

 In-Motion 
Checkweigher 
 
High speed in-motion weighing 

Up to 50 bags per minute (depending on 

bag dimensions) @ +/-.05 accuracy 

Complete on-screen totals 

Optional: Box reject 

Optional: Bag reject 

Optional: Left/right hand flow 

Can be built for 110 vac service 

 

CHECKWEIGHER 

Static Checkweigher  
Scale weighs product with zero motion. 

Tub stop (no worries about gaps between boxes) 

Up to 15 checks per minute 

Complete on-screen totals 

Optional: Box reject 

Optional: Left/right hand flow 



 METERING SYSTEMS 

VACCAT 
 GSE 665 Indicator in a stainless watershed enclosure 

 Flow controlled by Pounds Per Hour Software to “force 

feed” the line 

 Stainless steel vacuum chamber       

 Delrin gates            

 Adjustable stand for line changes and easy cleaning  

             

 

PDS 
 
 Fully controllable product flow 

 UHMW rollers 

 Chain driven rollers 

 Consecutively faster from top to bottom 

 Hydraulic/electric driven 

 

 

 

Pounds-per-Hour 
 
 Single or dual 

 Stainless steel construction 

 GSE 665 panel mount indicator 

 PPH software (force feeds line to  optimum flow rate) 

 UHMW gates 

 15 lb., 40 lb., 70 lb. standard hopper size 

 Optional: Engineered size (based on flow) 

 Optional: Floor mount frame    

 Optional: Low profile frame 

 Optional: Injector mount frame 

 



 
 BENCH SCALES 

QA Bench Scale 

 CAT XTR indicator (standard) 

 Heavy duty stainless steel construction (standard) 

 Overload protection 

 30 lb. capacity (standard) 

 Flat stainless steel platter with slip-on UHMW    

cutting surface (standard) 

 Optional: 8" x  8"  or 10" x 10"  

 Optional: Battery pack 

 Optional: Horseshoe platter 

 

 20" x 20"  Bench Scale 

 CAT XTR indicator (standard) 

 Bench top indicator neck (standard) 

 Flat stainless steel platter (standard) 

 Optional: Stand with rear casters 

 Optional: PVC roller bed platter 

 Optional: Stainless steel roller bed platter 

 Optional: Horseshoe platter 



Cooling & Applied Technology, Inc.  

offers a broad expanse of parts for each of our divisions. 

 

Refrigeration 

 Filters (after-market, OEM) 

 Compressor components (after-market, OEM) 

 Gauges (after-market, OEM) 

 Valves 

 Hansen & R/S Controls 

Weighing Systems 

 Load cells 

 Scale heads 

 Air cylinders 

 Boards 

Injection and Mixing Systems 

 Injector components & upgrades 

 High speed shears 

 Mixers 

 Filtration systems 

CAT Pumps 

 HPVC Pump panel upgrades 

 CAT pump parts (regulator, check valves, probes) 

 VACCAT parts 

FATCAT Chilling Systems 

 Rechiller panels 

 Air restrictors 

 Blowers (1 Ohp Gast centrifugal, 30hp Gardner Denver positive displacement) 

 Gear boxes 

 Stainless steel valves 

 Zero speed switches 

 Safety pulls 

PARTS DIVISION 



 
 

CAT HPVC 4", 6" & 8" PUMPS 
     Common uses for HPVC Pump 

Giblets          Blood 

Boneless Breast Meat    Boneless Thighs 

Marinated  Breast Meat    Marinated Fajita Meat 

Marinated Tenders      Trim Meat 

Skin           Chicken Necks 

Catfish Fillets       Pie Fillings 

Benefits 

 Self diagnostics through the PLC 

based controls 

 New analog probe which         

eliminates probe fouling 

 Separate pressure & vacuum 

feeds to the pump to eliminate 

cross      contamination. 

 Air Supply filtration down to 0.1 

microns on both supply air and 

exhaust 

 Increased capacity on all HPVC 

Pumps over standard VC pumps. 

 Improved vacuum generators. 

 HPVC control panels are easily 

retro-fitted to existing VC pump. 

 



Contact Us 

Give us a call for more information about our services and products  

Cooling and Applied Technology 

201 South Erie 

Russellville, AR 72801 

(479) 890-3433 

sales@gocatgo.biz 

www.gocatgo.biz 

C.A.T. supplies clients with high quality chilling systems,    
injection systems, whole muscle pumps, spiral freezers, 
and plant monitoring weighing systems. Our systems utilize 
the latest technologies to ensure maximum efficiency. 
With quality equipment, engineering, and service with    
global reach, we are uniquely suited to provide you with the 
value you deserve. Contact us at (479) 890-3433, we look 
forward to working with you.  

http://www.gocatgo.biz/showcase.htm
http://www.gocatgo.biz/services.htm

